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Overview of the problem
Interviewer Variance on the SCF and beyond



4OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM:  
INTERVIEWER VARIANCE IN SURVEY RESEARCH 

Interviewer variance presents challenges to 
data quality in survey research.

Interviewer Variance

• What is it?

• What are some causes?

• What are the challenges in addressing it? 

margin



5OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM: 
INTERVIEWER VARIANCE ON THE SCF

Interviewer variance plays an important role in 
data quality on the SCF. 

Variance is amplified by SCF Complexity margin



6OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM: 
INTERVIEWER VARIANCE ON THE SCF

Case-level feedback is one method of 
addressing the complexity of data quality on the 
SCF.
Field Interviewer Role
• main conduit between the complex survey instrument and survey 

respondents 

margin



Reducing interviewer 
variance The role of continuous training



8DATA QUALITY ON THE SCF: 
THE ROLE OF INTERVIEWER TRAINING

Before data collection
• Home study

• Approximately a week of in-person training

margin

SCF training starts before data collection and 
continues throughout the field period.



9DATA QUALITY ON THE SCF: 
THE ROLE OF CONTINUOUS TRAINING

During data collection
• Weekly FI memo created by the 

central office

• Weekly calls/check-ins with 
field managers and peers 

• Feedback from the Board on 
the data quality of each 
interview

– The main focus of this talk

margin

SCF training starts before data collection and 
continues throughout the field period.



10DATA QUALITY ON THE SCF: 
EXAMPLE CASE-LEVEL FEEDBACK

Each interview is analyzed for data quality by Board economists. 
• Case-level feedback began in 2004

• Reviews include:
– Data quality error flags (if applicable)
– Written case summary



Data Quality Reports
A tool to reduce interviewer variance



12HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS: 
OVERVIEW

margin

In 2019, Data Quality Reports were created to make Board 
feedback more accessible and actionable. 
• Transformed board feedback into                                                                                  

user-friendly reports

• 1 report for each interview

• Accomplished through the use of
– EXCEL
– SAS
– Mail Merge
– Email notifications
– Internal Server
– Learning management system



13HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS:  
THE PROCESS

margin

Creating the infrastructure for Data Quality Reports was a multi-
step process. 
• Leveraged existing interviewer error flags:

– Over 50 data quality flags had been created from analyses of common interviewer 
errors

• Pre-mapped error flags to:
– Survey section 
– Training focus
– Re-training courses



14HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS:  
THE PROCESS

margin

Approximately 50 error flags were pre-mapped before data 
collection. 



15HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS: 
REPORT ELEMENTS

margin



16HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS:  
THE PROCESS

margin

Creating reports was ongoing throughout data collection. 
• Created

– In batches, using EXCEL, SAS, and mail merge

• Delivered
– Via our internal server
– Email notification

• Monitored
– in our learning management system



17HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY REPORTS:  
MOVING FORWARD

margin

Moving forward, we would like to:
• Further automate the creation and delivery of reports

– Reduce some of the steps
– Streamline technology needed

• Systematically evaluate the impacts of Data Quality Reports on:
– Interviewer error (at the individual and group levels)
– Data quality (by question, flag, topic, section, and overall)

• Gain a deeper understanding of the sources and correlations of interviewer 
variance on the SCF

– Such as: region, age, experience, etc.



Broader implications
Interviewer feedback as a tool to reduce variance



19BROADER IMPLICATIONS:   
DATA QUALITY EFFORTS THROUGH INTERVIEWER FEEDBACK

margin

Interviewer feedback can be used as a tool to reduce interviewer 
variance and enhance data quality. 

Challenge:
– Identify and address interviewer variance in a way that fits within project timeline and 

resources 

Solution Presented:
– Identify past or potential common interviewer error that could serve as error flags
– Front-load work by pre-mapping error flags to training materials & courses
– Conduct routine reviews of completed cases to generate reports



20BROADER IMPLICATIONS:   
DATA QUALITY EFFORTS THROUGH INTERVIEWER FEEDBACK

margin

Interviewer feedback can be used as a tool to reduce interviewer 
variance and enhance data quality. 

Broader Implications:
– Processes presented here are customizable and scalable

• Flexibility in number and scope of error flags
• Flexibility in how many interviewer cases are selected for review

– Reports provide a roadmap for other large surveys wishing to enhance data quality 
through reduced interviewer variance.

• Semi-automated
• Individually tailored
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